Uvex Lens Replacement System
Save Money on Premium Safety Eyewear
You don’t always have to buy new eyewear when you might only need the lens

Many of our most popular eyewear styles—including the Genesis and Stealth Family—come with a lifetime frame guarantee and an easy and economical lens replacement system.

Replacement lenses are a fraction of the cost of a complete set of eyewear, so by taking advantage of replacement lenses, you can reduce your annual safety eyewear expenditures while reaping the benefits of high quality eyewear for less money over time.

Benefits of Uvex Lens Replacement System

- Reduce annual safety eyewear expenditures
- Reduce waste: re-use your premium frames
- Multiple task-Specific Lens Tints: from Clear to Shade 3 to SCT-Low IR to SCT-Blue and more!
- Multiple Lens Coatings: including top ranking HydroShield AF Coating
- Various Uvex Styles with replacement lenses to choose from: over a dozen styles in all!
- Simplify your Safety Eyewear Program: standardizing on fewer eyewear styles
- Lifetime Frame Guarantee

For more information, contact your local Sales Representative, visit www.uvex.us or call 1-800-430-4590

Lifetime Frame Guarantee

All these styles have a Lifetime Lens Guarantee and offer Lens Replacement System

We stand behind our product offering 100% – no questions asked! All Uvex styles that offer replacement lenses come with our Lifetime Frame Guarantee. What does this mean? If the frame breaks, Uvex will replace it at no cost to you. Now you can offer your workers the highest performance safety glasses very economically. Many of the most popular Uvex eyewear styles—including the Genesis® family—come with a lifetime frame guarantee AND an easy and cost-effective lens replacement system.

Uvex Genesis
Uvex Genesis XC
Uvex Genesis Slim
Uvex Genesis Magnifiers
North Adaptec
Uvex Falcon
Uvex Skyper
Uvex Astrospec 3000
Uvex Stealth Goggle
Uvex Flex Seal Goggle
Uvex Climazone
Uvex Sub-Zero Goggle